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Abstract. The traditional Arrow–Sen Social Choice Theory TSCT is a

mathematical theory built apparently on higher–order formal language. In this

paper, we propose a reformulation and reclassification of the TSCT axioms

in order to obtain a simpler theory based on the first–order language axioms,

keeping the spirit of original ideas. This new theory, called Simplified Social

Choice Theory, denoted by SSCT, presents a sub–theory of TSCT. Roughly

speaking, we extract all quatifications over n–tuples of binary relations from

the axioms of TSCT and move them to the meta–level obtaining a sub–theory

SSCT of TSCT. More accurately, we assign to each traditional higher–order

axiom TA its simplified first–order version SA such that TA ⊢ SA, i.e. SA

can be logically derived from TA. In this way we define a simpler and more

accessible set of principles that provide a context in which we can prove many

propositions analogous to well–known theorems including the Arrow’s impossi-

bility of Paretian non–dictatorship and Sen’s impossibility of Paretian liberal.

These simplifications are the result of decades of lecturing by the author with

the aim of bridging the barriers between this beautiful complex theory and his

students.
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Classification: D72, D71.
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§1. Introduction. The teaching process requires the introduction of the

new concepts, step by step, in order to be understandable and clear to most

of our students. In presenting the elements of Social Choice Theory, the first

usual step is to sketch out the basics of preference logic, i.e. to define and mo-

tivate strict, weak and indifference preference relations. The axioms concerning

preferences are simple and contain quantification over alternatives only. For
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instance, the transitivity axiom for a binary relation R has the following form:

(∀x, y, z ∈ X)(xRy ∧ yRz → xRz)

where X is a fixed finite set of all possible alternatives, and this formula, well

known to students from other parts of mathematics, evidently, belongs to the

first–order language. The next step is devoted to explaining the motives for

the differences and congruences between the relationship of individual and so-

cial preferences, which is not so much a mathematical but a philosophical and

sociopsychological controversy.

Concepts such as a social welfare function, including quantification over

relations or over profiles, seem to be the first stage that is too difficult for

students.

During my personal efforts to find, for my classes, more understandable

proofs and forms of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem, I found that there are at

least four barriers to be overcome. The first one was the methodological con-

troversy of impossibility (see [BBa]). The second one was the logical formalism

of preference logic. The third were psychological and philosophical ambigu-

ities regarding two kinds of preferences, individual and social ones. Finally,

the fourth and the strongest barrier was the complex mathematical context in

which the Theorem was proved. All those where motives for looking for easier

formulations, proofs, context, and examples.

After forty years of the author’s teaching experience with the students of

economics, business and statistics, who only have a limited interest in abstract

theoretical mathematical themes, but with great enthusiasm for practical and

applicable knowledge, my teaching career could be considered a fight with dif-

ficult complexities and dangerous simplifications, with defining practical proce-

dures justified by theoretical argumentation, for a sole purpose of fine tuning

of transfer, in an adequate way, of knowledge acceptable and useful for stu-

dents. In this broad context, this paper presents an attempt to separate a set

of logically and mathematically simpler axioms of traditional Arrow–Sen Social

Choice Theory and to enable better understanding the spirit of crucial results

of this complicated theory through an easier approach.

First of all, we tend to replace the usual pure mathematical argumentation

and presentation of impossibility theorems in Social Choice Theory by a logi-

cal and methodological one, based on terms of consistency and inconsistency,

which seems to be more intuitive, natural and understandable. In particular, we

propose a method of simplification of some axioms of traditional Arrow–Sen’s
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Social Choice Theory based on elementary logical argumentation. Then, we try

to discuss the relationships between practice and theory, in general, but also in

the particular field of social decision making.

As a common point for methodology, practice, applied mathematics, logic

and education, Arrow’s theorem appears in an informal descriptive and simpli-

fied form even in basic textbooks on economics, but we are not sure that its

essential idea presented in this way is understandable enough. Any proof of

inconsistency needs a very formal context. This is the reason why Arrow–Sen

theory is based on a high level formalism thus presenting by itself a barrier to an

easy understanding of the whole concept. The importance of Arrow’s and Sen’s

results encouraged numerous attempts to explain them, including this paper

and author’s efforts to make impossibility results approachable to students.

In this paper, in order to obtain a simpler description of Social Choice The-

ory, based on inevitable formalism, we try to substitute the notion of impossi-

bility by deducibility (or inconsistency), as a more logical concept, to avoid the

notions of social welfare function and social decision function, and to simplify

the form of a social choice axioms in which the quantifications over alternatives,

over individuals and over profiles appear simultaneously. In that process, we

get some simpler fragments of traditional Social Choice Theory allowing us to

express some situations that resemble some of the known impossibility results

and to raise questions about their provability in this new context.

In the last century Arrow’s and Sen’s works1, based on an axiomatic method,

promoted the most influential ideas in Social Choice Theory. This theory (see

[AR], [AS] or [ASS]) opened a list of vaious problems including the ethical and

philosophical dimension of basic requirements for a group decision processes (see

[BUCa], [BUCb], [Sc], [Se] or [SZ]), as well as, discussion regarding the degree

of acceptable formalism in defining these processes (see [Sa], [Se], [RTH], [MP],

[NIP], [THW], [AHW], [PER], [PY]or [POR]). One of particularly stimulating

circumstance was that Arrow’s impossibility theorem testified an impossibility

and the numerous papers published later were aimed to redefine the formal

normative framework ensuring the possibility for making decisions (see [Sa]).

One of the first significant logical analysis of Arrow’s impossibility theorem

was made by R. Routhley in [RTH]. Over the last decade, there have been

different approaches to analyzing the complexity of various aspects of social

1K. J. Arrow (1921–2017), Nobel prize in economics 1972; A. K. Sen (1933–), Nobel prize

in economics 1998.
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choice theory. The first step is always to find a simpler language in which the

basic statements of the theory can be expressed and interpreted. A common

bond connecting those papers is that all of them try to illuminate difficult facts

and argumentations of social choice theory from different aspects. M. Pauly

[MP] proposed to compare formalizations in social choice theory according to

the language used for expressing the axioms and suggests a formalist approach

to axiomatization results which uses a restricted formal logical language to ex-

press axioms. The advantages of his approach include the possibility of non–

axiomatizability results, a distinction between absolute and relative axiomati-

zations, and the possibility to ask how rich a language needs to be to express

certain axioms, arguing for favoring axiomatizations in the weakest language

possible. We see that our approach is consistent with the basic ideas presented

in [MP]. T. Nipkow [NIP] discussed proofs of Arrow’s impossibility theorem

formalized in a higher–order language. In [TL], P. Tang and F. Lin proposed

alternative proof of Arrow’s and other impossibility theorems with the idea to

use induction in order to reduce the theorems to the base case with 3 alterna-

tives and 2 agents and then use computers to verify the base case. N. Troquard,

W. van der Hoek and M. J. Wooldridge in [THW] introduced a logic specifically

designed to support reasoning about social choice functions enabling to show

that every social choice function can be characterised as a formula of this logic.

Also, T. Agotnes, W. van der Hoek and M. J. Wooldridge in [AHW] presented a

sound and complete axiomatization of a modal logic supporting reasoning about

judgment aggregation scenarios and preference aggregation, where the logical

language is interpreted directly in judgment aggregation rules. T. Perkov [PER]

introduced a sound and complete natural deduction system for modal logic of

judgment aggregation making it possible to express classical properties of judg-

ment aggregation rules and famous results of social choice theory, including

Arrow’s impossibility theorem. In [PY], E. Pacuit and F. Yang developed a

version of independence logic that can express Arrow’s properties of preference

aggregation functions, and then they proved that Arrow’s impossibility theorem

is derivable in a natural deduction system for the first–order consequences of

their logic. D. Porello (see [POR]) introduced a number of logics, based on

a substructural propositional logic that allows for circumventing inconsistent

outcomes, for modelling collective propositional attitudes that are defined by

means of the majority rule.

Above mentioned papers, dealing with formalization of social choice theory,
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can be roughly divided into two sorts: those working in (first– or higher–order)

predicate languages, e.g. [RTH], [MP], [NIP], [TL], [THW] and [PY], and those

based on modal languages, e.g. [AHW], [PER] and [POR]. Unlike them, we

consider and justify some simplified subtheories of social choice theory, i.e. its

pure first–order fragments enabling us to explain some impossibilities. The next

step we take in this simplification process is treating these impossibilities in a

propositional language extended by a finite list of binary (preference) relations

defined over propositional formulae as alternatives. In this step we rely on

concept of G. H. von Wright’s preference logic (see [VWa] and [VWb]) and idea

of combining logics (see [GB]) as given in our earlier works [BBd] and [BBe].

We divide the traditional social choice axioms introduced by K. Arrow and

A. Sen into two classes, based on their linguistic and mathematical complexity.

The first class consists of ’the unrestricted domain’ U, and ’the independence

of irrelevant alternatives’ IIA, which, both of them, including some modified

versions of IIA (see [MSK]), need a language of higher–order (see also [FISH]

and [HP]), and which can be treated as a kind of meta–axioms. The second class

contains a group of linguistically simpler axioms, such as dictatorship, weak

dictatorship, vetoing, liberalism and the Pareto rule. Naturally, it is possible to

make an easier logical analysis of deductive properties and relationships between

axioms belonging to the second class.

We think it is natural that individual preferences have an ordinal (but not

cardinal) character, due to the fact that individuals usually have vague opinions

about most alternatives. For instance, in political life individuals are commonly

able to rank just a few parties, and most of them left unranked, so that the in-

dividual preferences are even incomplete (non–linear) i.e. there are alternatives

which some individuals cannot rank. On the other side, in practice, social prefer-

ence resulting from individual ones are quite natural to be complete (linear) and

even numerically ranked. For instance, parliamentary elections generate a linear

social numerical ranking from preferences presenting non–linear non–numerical

descriptive individual rankings. Namely, voters participating in political elec-

tions usually do not have any attitude about all parties or political groups taking

parts in the campaign, but only about a few of them and those attitudes are

just on a rough descriptive level, as ’good’, ’better than’ or ’bad’. In contrast

to the vague and incomplete individual preferences, the results of elections are

commonly expressed as complete numerical ranking of all participants in elec-

tions through the percentage of votes or final number of seats in parliament. A
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possible conclusion which can be drawn is that, in practice, individuals do not

satisfy Arrow’s rational choice axioms (e.g. linearity), but groups and societies

do satisfy.

Foundational statements of possible–impossible type define the demarcation

line between a domain in which decision procedures give some results and an

area where decision procedure does not exist at all. A. Sen shows [Sa] how this

line is hardly visible and sensitive, and how it depends on small and seemingly

insignificant changes of conditions. Sen introduced the weakening and strength-

ening of definitions of decision making procedures (a social welfare function,

a social decision function) and showed how to obtain some possibility results

and ’improvements’ from original Arrow’s impossibility theorem. In this way

the demarcation line between ’a possible area’ and ’an impossible one’ becomes

more visible and it gives explicit instructions on how, in practice, some basic

properties in defining a decision making process must not or could be combined.

This is of great importance because inconsistencies caused by some conditions

are not trivial, and avoiding them helps to define better indisputable voting

laws or group decision making rules.

One of those paradoxical conditions which surprisingly causes logical incon-

sistencies is the Pareto rule. In this paper we complete a list of the Pareto rule’s

paradoxes starting with Arrow’s impossibility theorem, which can be understood

as ’the impossibility of a Paretian non–dictator’, and Sen’s ’the impossibility of

a Paretian liberal’, concluding with Mas–Colell’s and Sonnenschein’s ’the im-

possibility of a Paretian non–vetoer’ and our ’impossibility of a non–Paretian

dictator’. All these facts can be considered as a list of ’Paretian paradoxes’.

J. M. Buchanan’s2 criticism seems to be still actual (see [BUCa], [BUCb]

or [Se]). The Pareto rule, presenting the most controversial condition from

the ethical stand point, becomes the most problematic axiom from the logical

point of view as well. Ethically ’better to all’, comprehended as ’better to

society’, opens the possibility for a small improvement for a large circle of society

members and a big improvement for a small circle of society members, implying

remarkable growth of social inequalities, which cannot characterized as a better

society state. On the other side, logically, the presence of the Pareto rule, as we

see, provokes inconsistencies.

M. Balinski and R. Laraki [BL] leave the concept of pure ordinal preferences

by insisting on evaluation of the alternatives instead of defining preferences over

2J. M. Buchanan (1919–2013), Nobel prize in economics 1986.
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the alternatives. Their concept, based on the so called majority judgement is,

of course, more applicable and effective than the pure ordinal one, but there

is a question if individuals (voters) are competent to evaluate the alternatives

independently when evaluations have a descriptive (’excellent’, ’very good’,...)

or, numerical (5, 4,...) character. H. de Swart [DS] includes in his brilliant book

a modern approachable introductory chapter devoted to voting systems, with

elements of ordinal Social Choice Theory, where the idea of majority judgement

voting rule is discussed in details.

This paper is organized as follows.

First we give a brief review of Arrow–Sen social choice theory, relevant to our

approach, where we try to define a demarcation between ’complex’ and ’simple’

axioms, founded on the expressibility of axioms in the first–order predicate lan-

guage. Axioms of ’unrestricted domain’ U and ’independence of irrelevant alter-

natives’ IIA, belonging to the class of ’complex’ conditions, were introduced by

Arrow (see [AR], [FISH], [KEL], [Sc], [SCH], [TAY]). Our list of ’simple’ axioms

starts with Arrow’s traditional ’dictatorship’ TD and ’the Pareto property’ TP.

Sen introduced the axiom of ’liberalism’ TL, during his further development of

the theory, and pointed out to the ’liberal paradox’ enriching the theory with

a new approachable example of impossibility (see [Sb], [Sc], [Sd], [Se], [BBb],

[BBd], [BBe], [BBf]). The vetoer axiom TV, introduced by Mas–Colell and

Sonnenschein [MS], was considered by Fishburn [FISH] as part of an ordinal

treatment, characteristic for the Arrow–Sen theory, but the status of the veto

power in weighted voting systems was discussed in [TAY] and [WIN], and in

many other works (see [BS] and [SRE]).

In the sequel, we propose and justify a method of simplification of tradi-

tional axioms. This method reduces parts of Social Choice Theory to some of

its fragments based on the first–order language, but rich enough to deal with

their interdeducibilities and counterparts of traditional impossibilities. Roughly

speaking, the method consists of accepting the forms ∃xA instead of ∃x∀yA,

based on general logical law ∃x∀yA → ∀y∃xA and then moving universal quan-

tification on meta–level.

This method of simplification produces a new list of simplified axioms dic-

tatorship SD, the Pareto rule SP, liberalism SL and vetoer SV, expressed in

first–order language. In this new context we establish some expected deductive

interdependence and prove the counterparts of well–known statements of social

choice theory, including Arrow’s and Sen’s impossibility theorems.
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Highlights. Inspired by Traditional Social Choice Theory TSCT, prefixed

by T — for ’traditional’, dealing with axioms such as dictatorship TD, liberal-

ism TL, vetoing TV and the Pareto rule TP, but also supposing the presence of

’unrestricted domain’ U and ’the independence of irrelevant alternatives’ IIA,

we consider a fragment of so–called Simplified Social Choice Theory SSCT,

prefixed by S — for ’simplified’, based on new simplified axioms of dictatorship

SD, liberalism SL, vetoing SV and the Pareto rule SP, expressed exclusively in

first–order language of predicates, such that each traditional axiom deductively

implies its simplified version:

TD ⊢ SD, TL ⊢ SL, TV ⊢ SV and TP ⊢ SP

where, we also suppose that conditions U and IIA hold in SSCT in a specific

way on a metatheoretical level.

Our aim is to define a new context, SSCT, to analyze pure logical relation-

ships between these four axioms in order to obtain counterparts to some known

impossibility theorems, by avoiding complex mathematical machinery such as

social welfare function and so on. Bearing in mind deductive connections be-

tween T–axioms and S–axioms, the SSCT presents a subtheory of TSCT, but

this fact does not indicate that each impossibility provable in SSCT a fortiori

implies the corresponding impossibility in TSCT. For instance, neither coun-

terpart SP ⊢ SD implies original Arrow’s theorem TP ⊢ TD, nor vice versa.

Consequently, these two statements can be considered as two roughly connected

facts in two parallel worlds. On the other side, from TP ⊢ SP and TL ⊢ SL,

we can directly derive well–known Sen’s ’impossibility of a Paretian liberal’:

TP,TL ⊢, from its simplified version SP,SL ⊢, meaning that the axioms SP

and SL, and, consequently, the axioms TP and TL, when appear together,

make a theory inconsistent.

We consider that the value of this simplified approach is in giving an op-

portunity to a wider circle of readers to understand the basic ideas, results and

spirit of traditional Social Choice Theory better.

Finally, let us describe our framework more precisely: (i) ’Unrestricted do-

main’ U, and ’the independence of irrelevant alternatives’ IIA, are assumed to

be general meta–conditions of our theory; (ii) instead of traditional dictatorship

TD, liberalism TL, vetoing TV and the Pareto rule TP, we use their weaker

simplified versions: SD, SL, SV and SP, respectively; (iii) in our theory we

are able to formulate and prove counterparts of known impossibility results of

TSCT.
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§2. Traditional Arrow–Sen Theory — An Outline of Traditional

Approach. Arrow–Sen theory covers both macro level of social choice, such

as a parliamentary or presidential election procedure in a country, and micro

level of group decision making, like consumer preferences, statutory voting or

deciding in a joint stock company.

The original proof of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem was approachable and

understandable to a very limited circle of scientists during the first two decades

after its publishing.

Arrow–Sen approach to Social Choice Theory can be considered a mathemat-

ical (and logical) analysis of conditions under which a social decision function

exists. Any procedure generating a general social opinion from particular indi-

vidual opinions, presents a social decision function. Our approach is essentially

based on traditional books concerning this subject (see [AR], [KEL], [Sc], [SCH]

or [TAY]).

More accurately, this procedure deals with social choices over a finite set

X of alternatives, respecting preferences of individuals of a finite set V . It is

supposed that individuals and society satisfy rational choice axioms, i.e. that

each individual preference relation Ri, characterizing the behavior of an indi-

vidual i ∈ V , is linear, (∀x, y ∈ X)(xRiy ∨ yRix), and transitive, (∀x, y, z ∈

X)(xRiy ∧ yRiz → xRiz), and that the corresponding preference relation R,

characterizing the behavior of society, is also linear and transitive. Such rela-

tions Ri and R are called the weak preference relations, and xRy stands for

’x being regarded as at least as good as y’. Each weak preference relation R

defines corresponding strict preference P , and indifference I, as follows: xPy

iff xRy ∧ ¬yRx, and xIy iff xRy ∧ yRx. In this case we also have that an in-

difference relation I can be generated by a strict preference relation P : xIy iff

¬(xPy) ∧ ¬(yPx), as well as its weak version R: xRy iff xPy ∨ xIy.

Here we use symbols for universal, ∀, and existential, ∃, quantifiers, as well

as, propositional connectives for negation, ¬, conjunction, ∧, disjunction, ∨, im-

plication, →, and equivalence, ↔, with the usual meaning they have in classical

logic. Also, we use the turnstile symbol, ⊢, for deduction relation in an informal

way, A,B ⊢ C, in order to express that ”C can be derived from A and B”.

As we can see, a wider context for Arrow–Sen theory is the classical set

theory, more descriptive than the formal one.

This relation R enables us to define a choice set C(Y,R) = {x|x ∈ Y ∧ (∀y ∈

Y )xRy}, presenting the set of best alternatives, with respect to R and Y ⊆ X ,
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while C(Y,R) will present a choice function, over the set of all alternatives,

if C(Y,R) is non–empty for every non–empty Y ⊆ X . According to [Sa], a

rule is defined as a functional relation specifying one and only one social binary

relation R for each profile of individual ordering (R1, . . . , Rn), with one Ri for

each individual i ∈ V (1 ≤ i ≤ n). A social welfare function is defined as a

rule the range of which is restricted to the set of orderings. A social decision

function is defined as a rule ranged over relations R generating a choice function

C(Y,R) over entire X .

Arrow’s original theory is founded on the following four axioms:

Axiom U of ’unrestricted domain’ requires that the choice function can be

applied to any profile of logically possible profiles of individual preferences.

Axiom IIA of ’the independence of irrelevant alternatives’ ensures that for

any binary relations R and R′ generated respectively by any two profiles, n–

tuples of individual preferences (R1, . . . , Rn) and (R′
1
, . . . , R′

n), and for all pairs

of alternatives (x, y) ∈ Y 2, where Y is any subset of X , if (∀i ∈ V )(xRiy ↔

xR′
iy), then C(Y,R) = C(Y,R′).

Non–dictatorship axiom TND states that there is no person i ∈ V , a dic-

tator, having such power that, for all profiles and each two alternatives x and

y, if i prefers x to y, society must prefer x to y as well.

The Pareto property TP claims that, for all profiles, if every individual

i ∈ V prefers x to y, then society must prefer x to y. This is, in fact, a weak

version of the Pareto principle, as introduced by Arrow (see [AR], [Sa] and [Sb]).

In denotation of some axioms we use the prefix T pointing out that this is a

’traditional’ form of axiom, e.g. TND and TP. It is necessary because we will

exploit the differences between a ’traditional’ and ’simplified’ form of axioms.

Now, Arrow’s famous impossibility theorem, or as it is originally called ’Gen-

eral Possibility Theorem’, can be presented as follows (see [AR] and [Sd]):

Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem. There is no social welfare function

satisfying axioms U, IIA, TND and TP.

Sen has taken into consideration, following the spirit of J. S. Mill’s liberalism

comprehension, ’the liberalism axiom’ TL (see [Sb], [Sc], [Sd], [BBb], [BBd] or

[BBe]) by which, for all profiles and each individual i ∈ V there is at least one

pair of alternatives (x, y) ∈ X2 such that x 6= y∧(xPiy → xPy)∧(yPix → yPx).

Sen’s famous result (see [Sb], [Sc] or [Sd]) known as the ’impossibility of a

Paretian liberal’ or the ’liberal paradox’ can be formulated in the following way:
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Sen’s Impossibility Theorem. There is no social decision function sat-

isfying axioms U, TL and TP.

Let us emphasize that Sen in [Sd] makes a subtle difference between a social

welfare function and a social decision function. Namely, a social welfare function

is ranged over the set of orderings, while a social decision function is ranged

only over those binary relations R each of which generates the choice function

C(X,R) over entire Y . But such details will not be essential for our approach

given in the sequel of this paper.

A logical analysis of Arrow–Sen axioms (see [RTH]) shows that they can be

divided naturally, on the basis of their complexity, into two groups: {U, IIA}

and {TND,TP,TL}. The first two axioms,U and IIA, have a deeply schematic

metatheoretical character and we will use them as general properties of our sys-

tem. On the other side, the statements, such as TND, TP, TL, and their

negations, present formally simpler and mutually similar structures enabling an

easier logical analysis of their deductive interdependencies.

§3. Logical Tools. In order to consider and formulate logical relationships

between our statements more formally, we use the turnstile symbol ⊢, denoting

the deduction relation. Namely, we write X ⊢ Y to express the fact that

statement Y can be inferred logically from the statement X. In particular,

X,Y ⊢ is used to denote that a set {X,Y}, consisting of statements X and Y,

is inconsistent, i.e. that the simultaneous satisfaction of both statements X and

Y is impossible.

Here we want to point out some elementary logical properties of deduction

relation. For instance, the derivation of X,Y ⊢ Z, from hypotheses Y ⊢ W

and X,W ⊢ Z, is known as the cut rule, or, alternatively, as the hypothetical

syllogism rule. Also, the equiderivability of X,Y ⊢ Z, with both X,Y,NZ ⊢

and X,NZ ⊢ NY, where NX denotes the negation of statement X, follows

immediately from the basic logical properties of negation connective and deduc-

tion relation (see [DS], [TAK], [DvD] or [BBc]). Let us note that we use NX,

X prefixed by N, instead of traditional logical denotation ¬X, bearing in mind

the original symbolism usually used in social choice theory, where, for instance,

D and ND denote dictatorship and non–dictatorship conditions, respectively.

This approach makes it possible to formulate impossibility results more easily

and formally manipulate with them: from X ⊢ Y we conclude X,NY ⊢, i.e.

that the theory containing X and NY as its statements (axioms or inferred
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conclusions) is not consistent, or, in other words, that these statements make

this theory impossible. Also, if a set {X,Y} is inconsistent, i.e. X,Y ⊢, then

X ⊢ NY, and vice versa: from X ⊢ NY we can conclude that the theory

containing X and Y is inconsistent.

§4. Simplification Method. From a logical view point, the Social Choice

Theory can be considered an analysis of deductive interdependence between

various (groups of) axioms appearing in a social choice context. This deductive

analysis covers at least the two following phenomena: impossibility and complex-

ity. An interesting aspect of each theory is connected with its (in)consistency

((im)possibility), and we know for many such examples in social choice (see

[BBa], [BBb], [FISH], [KEL], [Sa], [Sb], [Sc]). On the other hand, the complex-

ity of a theory defines the limits in its understanding and applicability. Our

experience says that teaching elements of Social Choice Theory to students who

are not mathematicians is a great challenge because of their complexity. Namely,

the complexity of Social Choice Theory presents a difficult barrier for reasonable

teaching this subject. We try to simplify some things, but every procedure of

simplification brings the danger of banalization.

While Routhley’s ’repairing proofs’ (see [RTH]) focuses on the subtle differ-

ences between two logical forms

∀xA(x) ⊢ ∀xB(x) and A(x) ⊢ B(x)

and their roles in presenting a proof of Arrow’s impossibility theorem, we deal

with the problem of defining some fragments of Social Choice Theory which are

not too complex and which can be obtained by substituting some traditional

axioms of the form

∃x∀yA

by simpler ones

∃xA

relying on the general logical fact that

∃x∀yA ⊢ ∀y∃xA

and then moving the universal quantification ∀y to some kind of metatheoretical

level. This operation can be of great importance when the object ’∀y’ belongs

essentially to the higher–order language. By this procedure we can obtain a
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similar but essentially simpler fragment of the theory which could be more

approachable than the original one.

In case of simple axioms of traditional Social Choice Theory, such as, for

instance, the Pareto rule, dictatorship, vetoer and liberalism, there are two

typical quantifier prefixes in the traditional approach:

(1) there exists an individual i, such that for all profiles P and all alterna-

tives x and y, A; and

(2) for all profiles P and all alternatives x and y, A,

which, respectively, can be expressed symbolically as

∃i∀P∀x∀yA and ∀P∀x∀yA

and we propose to substitute the first form by its consequence

∀P∃i∀x∀yA

in order to get the universal quantification over profiles as a prefix, which does

not belong to the first–order language. In this way, we obtain a uniform form

for all these axioms, each of them prefixed by the universal quantification over

all profiles. In the next iteration, we move this quantification over profiles into

the level of metatheory, and then we work with fragments or, say, subtheories

based on simple first–order axioms.

In short, roughly, from ’∃i∀P∀x∀yA’ we proceed to ’∀P∃i∀x∀yA’, and finally

’we suppose that, for all profiles P , we have an axiom: ∃i∀x∀yA’. Let us point

out that we consider a schematic character of ’for all profiles’ similarly as the

status of axiom–schemata in propositional logic, where, for instance, instead of

a formula ∀A∀B(A → (B → A)) we use the following one A → (B → A) treated

as an axiom–scheme, with ’for all formulae A and B’ moved on meta level,

enabling us to avoid a substitution rule as a primitive rule of a system.

This is a way to define an essential simplification of some parts of traditional

Social Choice Theory, but we still hope that this simplification has preserved

the basic spirit of traditional Social Choice Theory. Moreover, we believe that

this approach is logically quite justified and that the corpus of impossibility

results can be represented correctly in this way, due to the obvious fact that if a

subtheory is inconsistent, then, a fortiori, each its extension will be inconsistent

as well.

It might seem that in this way we have desecrated the authentic Arrow–

Sen tradition, but we believe that: (1) we preserved the spirit of formal logical

13



treatment of descriptive social choice conditions; (2) we reduced the complexity

degree of conditions under consideration, and (3) we enabled simplified argu-

mentations for some social choice impossibilities.

More accurately, instead of traditional dictatorship

TD : (∃i ∈ V )(∀P)(∀x, y ∈ X)(xPiy → xPy)

and the traditional Pareto rule

TP : (∀P)(∀x, y ∈ X)((∀i ∈ V )xPiy → xPy)

we accept their variations

SD : (∃i ∈ V )(∀x, y ∈ X)(xPiy → xPy)

and

SP : (∀x, y ∈ X)((∀i ∈ V )xPiy → xPy)

supposing that these variations hold for all profiles P , which is in line with

the general assumption about the schematic character of axioms. We emphasize

that in both cases we have:

TD ⊢ SD and TP ⊢ SP.

A brief explanation of our idea, in general, is that, for a theory T , we define

its subtheory, i.e. its fragment, in order to understand it better. Namely, if a

part of T is based on axioms A and B, and if we are familiar with some simpler

statements A′ and B′, then, in case when A ⊢ A′ and B ⊢ B′, we can consider

a subtheory T ′ based on axioms A′ and B′, instead of A and B. Obviously,

T ′ ⊆ T and if T ′ is inconsistent, then T will be inconsistent, but not conversely.

§5. Arrow–Sen Theory Simplified. The formal language of symbolic

logic presents an adequate framework for refinement of causal connections be-

tween intuitive and unclear concepts and conditions formulated initially in a

natural language. For instance, a dictatorship condition, as formally introduced

by Arrow, helped the author of this article many times to recognise a dictator

in real life.

Let V and X be finite sets of individuals and alternatives, respectively, and

Pi and P are individual and social strict preference relations on X . We define

Arrow’s dictatorship condition SD, the Pareto property SP, Sen’s liberalism
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axiom SL and vetoer condition SV, as considered by Fishburn (see [FISH]), all

in style of Arrow–Sen social choice theory, but simplified:

SD: (∃i ∈ V )(∀x, y ∈ X)(xPiy → xPy)

SP: (∀x, y ∈ X)((∀i ∈ V )xPiy → xPy)

SL: (∀i ∈ V )(∃x, y ∈ X)(¬xIiy ∧ (xPiy → xPy) ∧ (yPix → yPx))

SV: (∃i ∈ V )(∀x, y ∈ X)(¬xIiy ∧ (xPiy → ¬yPx))

Let us emphasize that in SL and SV we suppose that ¬xIiy instead of x 6= y,

as given in original formulations. It means that, for ¬xIiy we have xPiy∨yPix,

for all alternatives x and y under consideration, and that ¬xIiy → x 6= y, but

not conversely.

Mas–Colell and Sonnenschein [MS] introduced a weak dictatorship condition

whose simplified version SWD looks as follows: (∃i ∈ V )(∀x, y ∈ X)(xPiy →

xRy), slightly inconvenient condition because it mixes strict and weak prefer-

ences. Here we will prove that conditions SV and SWD are logically equiv-

alent. Namely, if we suppose SV, then from ¬yPx, bearing in mind that

¬yPx ↔ ¬yRx∨xRy, and that R is linear, we infer xRy, i.e. that SV ⊢ SWD.

Conversely, if SWD, then from xRy and xRy ↔ xPy ∨ xIy, bearing in mind

that P is asymmetric and that ¬xIy, we conclude SWD ⊢ SV. This reasoning

can be a good exercise for students.

Now we follow Sen’s idea of the proof of Arrow’s theorem based on the Field–

Expansion Lemma and the Group–Contraction Lemma. First let us bring to

mind the notion of a decisive group G, over two particular alternatives a, b ∈ X ,

as any nonempty subset of the set V of all individuals, ∅ 6= G ⊆ V , with the

property that ((∀i ∈ G)aPib → aPb) ∧ ((∀i ∈ G)bPia → bPa). A group G

is said to be decisive if it is decisive over any two alternatives x, y ∈ X , i.e.

(∀x, y ∈ X)((∀i ∈ G)xPiy → xPy). A subgroup F of a group G will be any

non–empty subset of G, ∅ 6= F ⊆ G.

Let us note that the statement that the set V of all individuals is decisive,

V = G, for a decisive group G, is logically equivalent to the Pareto rule SP.

On the other hand, the fact that a group consisting of just one element is

decisive, will be equivalent to dictatorship axiom SD. So, through the notion

of a decisive group this two principles, the Pareto rule SP and dictatorship SD,

are connected immediately.

Two lemmata can be formulated and proved, in accordance with Sen’s com-

binatorial approach (see [Sb], [Sc], [Se] or [BBd]), as follows:

Field–Expansion Lemma. If a group is decisive over any two particular
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alternatives, then it is decisive.

Proof. Let G be a decisive group over two particular alternatives a and b,

and let x and y be any two alternatives, where all four alternatives are mutually

distinct. Let us suppose that ∀i(i ∈ G → xPia ∧ aPib ∧ bPiy), where, by

transitivity, we also have ∀i(i ∈ G → xPiy), and ∀i(i ∈ V \G → xPia ∧ bPiy),

which is possible by the unrestricted domain meta–axiom. It means that: ∀i ∈

G(aPib), ∀i ∈ V (xPia) and ∀i ∈ V (bPiy), wherefrom, by decisiveness of G and

by the Pareto rule twice, respectively, we draw aPb, xPa and bPy, and, then,

by transitivity, finally, we conclude xPy, i.e. that G is decisive over any two

alternatives of X . Let us emphasize that the meta–axiom of independence of

irrelevant alternatives was used here as well. The proof in which the alternatives

are not all mutually distinct is quite similar. ✷

Group–Contraction Lemma. If a group consisting of at least two indi-

viduals is decisive, then there is its proper subgroup which is decisive.

Proof. Let us suppose that a decisive group G consists of at least two

alternatives, and that its subgroups E and F presents its partition, meaning

that E and F are nonempty, E ∪ F = G and E ∩ F = ∅. Suppose also that,

for any alternatives x, y and z, we have ∀i(i ∈ E → xPiy ∧ xPiz) and ∀i(i ∈

F → xPiy ∧ zPiy). Similarly as in the bisection interval method, we have the

following two possibilities: xPz, when E would be decisive over x and z, and, if

E is not decisive over x and z, then zRx, where R is a weak version of a strict

preference relation P . Bearing in mind that G is decisive over x and y, and

zRx ∧ xPy → zPy, we infer zPy. But, only for members i ∈ F , we have zPiy,

meaning that, by our hypothesis, F is decisive over z and y. Consequently,

either E or F must be a decisive group, that means: if a group of more than

one person is decisive, then so is some its proper subgroup. ✷

Theorem. (Counterpart of Arrow’s impossibility of a Paretian non–dictator)

SP ⊢ SD

Proof. Immediately, by the Pareto rule, the group of all individuals is deci-

sive. Since it is finite, by successive partitioning, and applying the two above

lemmata, each time picking its decisive part, we arrive at a decisive individual,

a dictator. ✷
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By following Sen’s original proof (see [Sb]), or its slight modification as given

in [BBb], we also can prove a counterpart of Sen’s impossibility theorem:

Theorem. (Counterpart of Sen’s impossibility of a Paretian liberal) SP,SL ⊢

Proof. First we will show that simplified liberalism axiom SL is equivalent

to the following condition

SL′ : (∀i ∈ V )(∃x, y)(xPiy ∧ xPy)

Let us consider quantifier free parts of SL and SL′:

(xPiy ∨ yPix) ∧ (xPiy → xPy) ∧ (yPix → yPx) (1)

and

(xPiy ∧ xPy) ∨ (yPix ∧ yPx) (2)

respectively. If from the first parentheses of (1) we have xPiy, then, by modus

ponens and the second parentheses of (1), we can derive the first parentheses

of (2); but, from yPix, in a similar way, we infer the second parentheses of (2).

Consequently, SL ⊢ SL′. Conversely, the first parentheses of (2), xPiy and

xPy, obviously, enable us to derive the first and second parentheses of (1), but,

additionally, from xPiy, by asymmetry, we have ¬yPix, i.e. ¬yPix∨yPx, which

are the third parentheses of (1). Consequently, SL′ ⊢ SL.

Now, let us prove our theorem. Suppose that the set V of all individuals

consists of n(≥ 2) persons and that, for the alternatives x1, . . . , xn ∈ X and

y1, . . . , yn ∈ Y , the particular cases of the liberalism axiom

(xiPiyi ∧ xiPyi) ∨ (yiPixi ∧ yiPxi)

hold, for all i (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Let us analyze the preferences of the first two

individuals only, having in mind that, for alternatives x1, y1, x2 and y2, x1Py1∧

x2Py2, x1Py1 ∧ y2Px2, y1Px1 ∧ x2Py2 or y1Px1 ∧ y2Px2holds. For the first

combination x1Py1 ∧ x2Py2, in the case when y1 = x2 or x1 = y2, it is possible

to suppose that y2Pix1, for all i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), or y1Pix2, for all i (1 ≤ i ≤

n), respectively, wherefrom, by the Pareto rule, we can infer y2Px1 or y1Px2,

violating that ¬x2Px2 or ¬x1Px1, by transitivity, in each case. In a similar

way other combinations can be discussed. Supposing again x1Py1 ∧ x2Py2, if

y1 6= x2 ∧ x1 6= y2, then it is possible to suppose that, for all i (1 ≤ i ≤ n),

y2Pix1 ∧ y1Pix2, wherefrom, by the Pareto rule, we can infer y2Px1 ∧ y1Px2,
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violating that ¬y2Py2, by transitivity, in each case, as well. Note that, in both

cases we used the unrestricted domain meta–axiom implicitly. ✷

In the above proof we followed, essentially, the spirit of Sen’s original proof

(see [Sb] or [Se]), based on the minimal liberalism argument, meaning that there

are at least two persons decisive over two existing pairs of distinct alternatives.

In order to introduce vetoing condition easily into our consideration, first we

prove:

Lemma. (Counterpart of Fishburn’s note on a dictatorial non–vetoer) SD ⊢

SV

Proof. Obviously, from SD: xPiy → xPy, bearing in mind that P is asym-

metric, (∀x, y ∈ X)(xPy → ¬yPx), we conclude SV: xPiy → ¬yPx, i.e. that

SD ⊢ SV, but not conversely. ✷

As vetoer and weak dictatorship conditions are equivalent, we can formulate

the following statement:

Theorem. (Counterpart of Mas–Colell—Sonnenschein’s impossibility of a

Paretian non–vetoer, or impossibility of a Paretian non–weak dictator) SP ⊢ SV

This new context enables us to prove and present a set of impossibility results

more easily. Moreover, we can establish some new statements.

Lemma. (Counterpart of Chichilnisky’s impossibility of a non–Paretian

dictator) SD ⊢ SP

Proof. By following the proof presented in [BBe], from xPiy → xPy, with

the help of the weakening antecedent rule n–times, by which from p → q one

can always derive p∧r → q, we infer
∧

1≤j≤n xPjy → xPy, i.e. (∀j ∈ V )xPjy →

xPy. It means that SD ⊢ SP. ✷

An immediate consequence is that: SD ⊢ SP. Bearing in mind that Arrow’s

impossibility of a Paretian non–dictator can also be expressed as SP ⊢ SD, we

obtain a logical equivalence between the Pareto property and dictatorship. This

result was obtained by Chichilnisky [CH] in a topological context.

Lemma. (Counterpart of Impossibility of a liberal dictatorship) SD,SL ⊢
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Proof. Suppose that i is a dictator and that his personal preference regard-

ing particular alternatives x and y is xPiy, having as its consequence the social

preference xPy. On the other side, let j be a person, j 6= i, possessing liberty

power over the same two alternatives x and y such that yPjx having as a con-

sequence the social preference yPx, wherefrom, by asymmetry of P , we infer

¬xPy, which is inconsistent with the previous dictatorial conclusion xPy. ✷

The example that follows is a trivial and expectable statement related to

liberalism and veto power.

Lemma. (Counterpart of Impossibility of a liberal vetoing) SL,SV ⊢

Proof. Let i be a person with preference yPiy possessing liberty power

over two alternatives x and y such that its consequence is social preference

yPx. Suppose that a vetoer j, j 6= i, defines his personal preference xPiy with

consequence ¬yPx, that makes a system inconsistent due to the fact that yPx.

✷

We are able to give a simple argumentation for Mas–Colell—Sonnenschein’s

result:

Lemma. (Counterpart of Impossibility of a Paretian non–vetoer) SP ⊢ SV

Proof. This conclusion, SP ⊢ SV, can be inferred directly from Arrow’s

’impossibility of a Paretian non–dictator’, SP ⊢ SD, and Fishburn’s ’impossi-

bility of a dictatorial non–vetoer’, SD ⊢ SV, i.e. that each dictator is a vetoer.

✷

An immediate consequence is that each Paretian society has a vetoer: SP ⊢

SV. The similar conclusion can be inferred from Arrow’s impossibility of a

Paretian non–dictator, SP ⊢ SD, and Fishburn’s impossibility of a dictatorial

non–vetoer, SD ⊢ SV.

From the previous two lemmata, Impossibility of a Paretian non–vetoer,

SP ⊢ SV, and impossibility of a liberal vetoing, SL,SV ⊢, we derive immedi-

ately, by using the cut rule, Sen’s theorem:

Corollary. (Counterpart of Impossibility of a Paretian liberal) SP,SL ⊢

Let us consider now a simplified version of the strong Pareto rule

SSP: (∀x, y ∈ X)((∀i ∈ V )xRiy ∧ (∃i ∈ V )xPiy → xPy)
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and a simplification of the strong dictatorship

SSD: (∃i ∈ V )((∃x, y ∈ X)(xPiy → xPy) ∧ (∃x, y ∈ X)(xRiy → xRy))

as defined in [Sa]. Obviously, SSP ⊢ SP and SD ⊢ SSD, but also SP 6⊢ SSP

and SSD 6⊢ SD.

Although it sounds very simple, herefrom, by immediate turnstile formalism

and the above conclusions, we can infer the following additional impossibilities:

Corollary. (a) SSP,SD ⊢;

(b) SSP,SL ⊢;

(c) SP ⊢ SSD;

(d) SSP ⊢ SSD.

This could be a good exercise for students.

§6. Concluding Remarks. Simplifications presented here may be divided

into at least three lines: changing the status of two higher–order conditions, ’un-

restricted domain’ and ’the independence of irrelevant alternatives’, abstracting

the notions of a social welfare function and a social decision function, and, fi-

nally, substituting some easier axioms, such as dictatorship, vetoing, liberalism

and the Pareto property, by their first–order consequences. The basic result is

that after these simplifications, we obtain a fragment of traditional Arrow–Sen

theory in which we can also prove well–known interdeducibilities and impossi-

bilities, including Arrow’s and Sen’s theorems. Further, due to the finiteness

of sets of individuals V and alternatives and X , quantifiers can be replaced

by finite conjunctions and disjunctions. This can be a good starting point in

crossing from the first–order language to the propositional language, extended

by a finite list of binary relations defined over the set of propositional formulae.

In this spirit, the multiple von Wright preference logic (see [BBd] and [BBe])

makes a suitable framework for mechanical and formal dealing with preferences

and alternatives. This extension of classical propositional calculus, with our

conjecture that this is a decidable logic, presents a good theoretical basis for

programming decision making support systems as part of the wider artificial

intelligence project.

Finally, let us consider an example concerning famous Arrow’s impossibility

theorem. This theorem can be formulated as TP ⊢ TD, assuming that condi-

tions of ’unrestricted domain’ and ’the independence of irrelevant alternatives’

hold, in original Arrow’s theory, while its analogue, a similar statement, in a

new simplified context, is the following one: SP ⊢ SD. Let us emphasize that
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neither counterpart SP ⊢ SD implies original Arrow’s theorem TP ⊢ TD, nor

vice versa. Consequently, these two statements can be considered as two roughly

connected facts in two parallel worlds. Similarly, we can present a counterpart

of Chichilnisky’s original theorem [C82], ’impossibility of a non–Paretian dic-

tator’: TD ⊢ TP, and its counterpart in our simplified context: SD ⊢ SP,

asserting again that there is no immediate formal logical connection between

these two statements. But, on the other side, bearing in mind that TP ⊢ SP

and TL ⊢ SL, we can directly derive well–known Sen’s ’impossibility of a Pare-

tian liberal’: TP,TL ⊢, from its simplified version SP,SL ⊢, meaning that the

axioms SP and SL, and, consequently, the axioms TP and TL, when appear

together, make a theory inconsistent.

We consider that the value of this simplified approach, focusing on ’simpler’

(first–order) conditions, is in giving an opportunity to a wider circle of readers

to understand the basic ideas, results and spirit of traditional Social Choice

Theory better.
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